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From Clutches to Hobos, we're loving this season's electric selection of handbags! This spring is all about vibrant colors with
lady-like details. Bold yellows, oranges and pinks splash onto the runways of designers such as Tory Burch, Kate Spade, Prada and
Marc Jacobs and we’re loving it! Summer is all about taking fun and fabulous risks with your wardrobe, making hues and making
waves. 

Produce takes center stage on the runways this summer. Stella McCartney and Prada both embraced these delectable fruits, along with other
designers like Kate Spade, who released this pink pineapple cocktail clutch with rows of dazzling candy like stones. Zac Posen also knows how
to keep it sweet in this glazed, cotton candy, pink, Z Spoke and pleated, leather shoulder bag with a detachable strap.

Prada’s scrumptious Raso Pietre stone and crystal clutch (left) echoes a berry-like influence making this purse perfect for summer parties. And
Tory Burch embodies an effortless chic color with this scrumptious Jamie Small Bucket Tote (right).

Its all fun and games when you sling anything Ferragamo over your shoulder and we’re drooling over this delicious straw Maia Rascello Tote
(left). This timeless summer trend is perfect for summer fun on the beach or poolside at your favorite resort, but don’t forget your room key! We
recommend Kate Spade’s Stacy Larabee Dot Continental Wallet (right) for that extra burst of color.

Remember to keep it mellow with yellow this summer, but spice it up with some fun embellishments. We’re loving Marc by Marc Jacob's yellow
Party Foret shoulder bag (left). Marc Jacobs does it again with this ultra-chic leather handbag with front marbled logo plaque and stitching detail.
Take a walk on the wild side with this retro ”Fiona” snake and calf shoulder bag by Botkier (right).
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